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Christmas Greetings
Over the past few years, we have all seen the rise of sayings like “Happy Holidays” instead of “Merry Christmas”. I am not trying to insult someone or cause
someone to be uncomfortable by wishing them Merry Christmas, but am truly
trying to wish them something wonderful. Yet the political correctness of today makes me think about what I am saying. The best defence of wishing people Merry Christmas that I have come across is in the following article. Read
it, think about it and then decide for yourself how you want to wish people the
best of the season. The following was written by Theo Caldwell, President of
Caldwell Asset Management Inc.

One recent December, a tour guide on Canada’s Parliament Hill was
overheard referring to the “Christmas Trees” in the main hall. When the guide’s
heresy was reported to her superiors, she was firmly told that the decorated
greenery were most certainly not “Christmas trees,” and a heated debate ensued
as to just what to call the arboreal splendour. It was decided that guides would
refer only to “Festive Bushes” for the remainder of the holiday season.
But this year, Quebec Premier Jean Charest quickly corrected an overeager staffer who declared that a “Holiday Tree” would be lighted in the provincial capital. Charest’s commonsensical statement that it was, in fact, a
“Christmas Tree” was a welcome rebuke to the seasonal game of sensitivity
and silly bears that goes on every year.
In this cold world, a kind word is always welcome, so if one person
genuinely hopes for another to enjoy his or her holiday, or wishes to greet that
person in the spirit of the season, far be it from me to cast a stone. But, in the
weeks leading up to Dec. 25, if you make a conscious choice to avoid saying
“Merry Christmas,” there’s a good chance you have decided that a divine gift
(Continued on page 2)
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Christmas Greetings continued...
(Continued from page 1)

that was meant for all mankind, and in which billions
of people rejoice each year, is too offensive a notion
to cross your lips.
Yes, yes, I know — folks say “Happy Holidays” and other insipid stuff because not everyone is
Christian, so this is a way to be inclusive. But there
is no inclusion to be had by euphemizing the warmest wish of a particular religion, presuming it to be
objectionable to non-believers.
Of course, there are many different religions
and faiths in the world. This is something folks are
taught by the age of, say, four or five. So, if you are
older than this, yet you eschew “Merry Christmas,”
what you are putting forward is that one of the
world’s religions is uniquely unsuitable for public
acknowledgement.
No one frets about being “inclusive” during
Passover or Ramadan, nor should they. Ironically,
the purported inclusiveness of the “Season’s Greetings” police is actually about exclusion. To wit, it’s
about excluding just one religion, Christianity, from
any rightful place in modern society.
The left has long since extrapolated vague,
fashionable notions of history — from the horrors of
the Crusades to the dull intolerance of the 1950s —
to name Christianity the culprit for all the world’s
evil. And so, budding iconoclasts can tee off on the
faith, or inflict their petty “Holiday Tree” policies

with impunity. And well they might, for it is a riskless proposition.
The worst that will happen is they may stumble across a column like this one, calling couragefree conformity by its name. Indeed, those politically correct paragons who browbeat Christians in
movies and television, classrooms and print, would
be much more credible if, just once, they decided to
try their censorious tactics on one of those religions
where the practitioners react, shall we say, stringently to being muzzled or criticized.
Christians, the sensitivity cops point out, are
in the majority, and so their holidays do not merit the
same exclusive attention and protection as those of
other religions. But is tolerance a numbers game? Is
courtesy quantifiable? Is the respect a religion merits
inversely proportional to its number of believers? Is
it calculated like a marginal tax rate, off the last adherent rather than the last dollar earned?
Christmas is about Jesus Christ, Son of God, coming
down to Earth to show us how a proper life should be
lived, then dying unpleasantly for our sins. Believe it
or don’t. I may not be the world’s greatest Christian,
but we do one another no favours by pretending this
happiest of holidays is about anything but
Him.
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Minute Meditation
As I was contemplating this edition of
the minute meditation missive, I wanted to say
something in relation to our Outreach and Service
ministry’s proposal. For some years, that ministry
has grappled with what kind of outreach project
would grab our church’s attention and participation
and would suit us well. At this time, they have concluded that, rather than develop a church program
and asking us to participate, they wish to encourage
us to engage in acts of service that we choose ourselves in conjunction with others in the church. Either in existing small groups or in small groups
formed for this purpose, we would choose an occasional service project to do together.
I like this proposal. I’m convinced that
followers of Jesus should be concerned about serving the less fortunate in our society. And I thoroughly appreciate the idea of doing acts of service
together with groups of people from our church. It
reminds me of my youth ministry days when we
placed considerable emphasis on our youth group
doing service projects of all kinds.
So, while I was thinking about how to
support this concept in a minute meditation, I
stopped for my lunchtime reading and read an article (Mark Galli, “In the Beginning Grace,” Christianity Today, October 2009, pp. 22-29) about how
we modern Christians tend to focus on horizontal
issues and relationships while neglecting the vertical. We try to strengthen our faith by doing better
with the people with whom we live. We launch
into encouraging better morality, more service to
others, becoming missional or becoming more multicultural without remembering the crucial foundation of a relationship with God. And I wondered
about that in connection with our outreach proposal.
What is our motive as we contemplate
participation in acts of service done in small groups
from our church? Will we act out of guilt, feeling
badly about our wealth in comparison with others’
poverty and wanting to appease our guilt by helping
those in poverty? Will we act out of fear, wondering about how bad our world will become if we
don’t do something to make it better? Will we act
out of shame, wondering how we can call ourselves
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Marvin Thiessen
followers of Jesus while not joining
in on these acts of service? Will
we act out of moralism, hearing
that this is something that followers
of Jesus should do? Galli suggests
that all these motivational ideas are
used by leaders in the social justice
wing of Christianity.
His article suggests that
any of these motives tend to be rooted in the horizontal. In other words, they’re often not a response to
God. They are a response to the encouragement (to
use a positive word) of our leaders to get out and help
people. What do you think? Why would you choose
to participate in our service proposal? Would you do
it because this is what church leaders are calling you
to do or because you feel obligated to do something to
make life better for other humans? Would that mean
that your action was not truly a response to God? I’m
not inclined to criticize this strongly. It seems clear to
me that the Bible calls us as followers of Jesus to
serve each other as humans and that whatever the motivation is, the end result is a good thing. When I was
a youth pastor, I think I reasoned that if our teens
would learn in their teenage years to value service to
others, this would help them to be better humans and I
wasn’t overly concerned if their motivation was the
best motivation. Service to others is well worth it, no
matter what the motivation.
But it’s still worth thinking about. I suggest that we truly want our motivation to be rooted in
what God has done for us. Let’s not participate in
service to become better people or because other humans are cajoling us to do so. Let’s participate in service because we’re rooted in a relationship with a God
who has loved us enough to come to Earth as a baby,
who has lived among us, demonstrating the way to
live, who has died on the cross in order to bring forgiveness to humanity, and who has risen from death
to demonstrate power over evil. Out of tremendous
gratitude to God’s work in this world and in our lives,
we allow ourselves to be used by him for his purposes
as we give ourselves to serving others.
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Sharing Our Stories
Charee Dhanyavoug - Content with
her life
Charee, the second of nine children, was born on June
18, 1940 in a small town in the southern part of Thailand. Her home was close to a rubber plantation,
which was in the country where tigers roamed. Her
father owned an ice factory that allowed them to live
comfortably, however they were not rich.
Her grandmother was a devoted Buddhist but her parents either followed no religion or were at best nominal Buddhists. Her father was Chinese while her
mother was half Chinese and half Thai. While young,
Charee learned Chinese, Mandarin, Malay and Thai.
Charee attended the village school until she was nine
years old. Starting in grade 4, she attended the Christian Boarding School, a Presbyterian school that was
located 2 days train ride away from her home. She
was exposed to Christianity as they had to attend Sunday School and church on Sundays and chapel each
day after dinner. The school required that they
memorize scripture, which Charee excelled at.
From grades 8 to 10, Charee attended a Buddhist
school, which was only a one-day train ride from her
home. When her father sold the ice making business,
they moved to Bangkok where Charee attended a vocational high school for 3 years. She studied French,
English and Thai literature and her plans were to become an English teacher.
After she completed school, Charee worked for a few
years at a private school. Some of her former classmates went to Los Angelos and one of them wrote her
and asked her why she didn’t come to LA. She did
not want to because LA did not have 4 seasons, but
when another friend asked if she wanted to go to New
Jersey, she went.
In New Jersey, Charee worked as a nanny but after
one year she moved to New York where she worked
as a cashier in a high-end grocery store. She stayed
there for 9 years while she repeated high school and
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studied business management at St. Francis College. She took a statistics course in the last semester with a professor who had just become a born
again Catholic. They often met after class and the
professor told her how much God loved her and
asked her if she had talked to God that day.
Charee thought that if she listened to him she
would get good grades. She never got an A in the
course but she did become a Christian. In December 1976, she joined the Calvary Baptist church
located across from Carnegie Hall.
After graduation from St. Francis College in 1976,
Charee wanted to attend graduate school and she
prayed, “God if you are real, make them accept me
to graduate school”. Her prayer was answered
when she was accepted to St. John’s University in
Jamaica, New York where she majored in Hospital
Administration. She prayed that if God would
help her finish school she would serve him.
She graduated in 1979 and moved to Chicago to
work for her brother who owned a graphic business. At the Edge Water Baptist Church, she met
a missionary from Thailand who told her of OMF,
Overseas Missionary Fellowship, and about one of
the hospitals in Thailand that had an opening for a
hospital administrator. In 1980 she went back to
Thailand. It was her first time home in 13 years.
Charee ended up near her home town and worked
there from Jan 1, 1981 to 1986 when the hospital
was forced to close down because they couldn’t
get a doctor. During her 6 years at the hospital she
noticed the Bible knowledge that the missionaries
had. As a consequence, she applied to Moody Bible Institute in Chicago. The day she got accepted
was the day they announced the closure of the hospital.
From 1987 to 1988, Charee studied general Bible
Studies targeted for people who want to go to the
mission field. During her spring break she helped
out at the Chippewa Indian Reserve at Red Lake,
(Continued on page 5)
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Sharing Our Stories continued….
(Continued from page 4)

volved with the church but to a lesser extent.

Minnesota while staying with a native family, she
carried out activities such as leading Bible studies
and putting on puppet shows. One week before she
graduated, a director from International Christian
Fellowship came to see her and asked her if she
would like to serve God in Canada. She was attracted to Canada since it had 4 seasons and she
agreed. However, before going, Charee went on a
short term mission with OMF to Japan where she
worked with the Suziki church.

After 7 years in Thailand, Charee returned to Canada
where she could again enjoy 4 seasons. She had
originally left home when she was 11 years old and
had left Thailand as a young women. She misses her
family but she has accepted this. Ever since Charee
has become a Christian she has been praying for her
family. When she told her parents, they replied that
she had been in the States too long, but they did not
reject her.

In Calgary, she worked for International Student
Ministries Canada where her job was with students
and with the wives of researchers. She worked in
Calgary from 1989 to 1998. When she had arrived
in Calgary, she had tried to find a Thai church but
instead found the Lao Christian Fellowship. She
continued to attend the Fellowship during her time
in Calgary and helped out by teaching and sometimes preaching.

Over the years, Charee has experienced a lot. She
gives all the credit to God who has led her step by
step. God is very real to Charee. He has taken care
of her in little and big things. He has answered her
prayers, sometimes yes and sometimes no. For example, in Chicago she did not want to go back to
Thailand. She told God that she would go to Thailand if she could return in 7 years. Seven years later
she was at the Moody Bible Institute in the USA.

In 1998, Charee returned to Thailand to help the
pastor of an Anglican Church with whom she had
worked during her previous trip to Thailand. She
helped him with the sermons, taught English and
also led Bible Study Groups. After 2 years the pastor returned to England but Charee stayed and
taught grades 1 to 6 part time. She was still in-

To Charree, all the times are the best of times. She
knows that God has been close to her and she is
thankful for what she has. She has stopped worrying
because she can see God taking care of her. Charee
is content.
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Library News

Keri Clason

The church library allows you to borrow books that are difficult to find in book stores and libraries around
Calgary. If you are feel a tug to read a book about Mennonite history or theology or a Christian novel, browse
the bookshelves and choose a book or two to read.
(Editor)

It's 1544, Menno Simons, a leader in the new--and persecuted--free church movement, is on the run
from authorities in the Netherlands. With a price on his head, he stops to catch his breath and prays,
"Lord what do I do now?" Myron Augsburger's historical novel recalls Menno's life--from Catholic
priest to radical reformer to hunted fugitive.

Timothy J. Geddert offers concrete help to Christian communities as they struggle with ethical
questions and try to determine appropriate ethical guidelines. His goal is to encourage churches
to think biblically when confronted with difficult ethical questions. What would Jesus have done?
What does the Bible teach? How can we find biblical guidance? Geddert's study of a few controversial issues - love your enemies (nonviolence), sexuality, divorce and remarriage, homosexuality, money and possessions - demonstrates how the discerning community can work toward consensus.
For three decades, Johannes Harder was the best known leader among Mennonite Brethren in British Columbia. Written with care by respected scholar T.D. Regehr, this biography traces the legacy
left by Johannes and Tina as well as their experience as Russian immigrants in early 20th Century
British Columbia.
Walk in Peace reflects the wish of parents around the globe as they send their little ones off to school, to play, to do chores, to encounter an unfamiliar world. Moms and
Dads assure their children of God's love and protection, reminding them to Walk in Peace. In
her follow-up to the well-received Sleep in Peace, Ingrid Hess combines her unique and
warm-hearted illustrations with a touching book-length poem that voices a prayer for children everywhere: God watches them as they venture into the world. For pre-schoolers.
Sleep In Peace - This charming book-length poem is the perfect bedtime story. It assures the
child trying to put off the inevitable that no matter where or how they live, everybody goes to
bed sooner or later. Children learn that, just like them, kids around the world are going to bed
too. And, just like them, God watches over all children as they Sleep in Peace.

What else is new in the library?
Fiction





Emerald Angel - Wilma Derksen
Lost Sons - Judy Clemens
Margaret's Print Shop - Elwood E. Yoder
Almost true story of Ryan Fischer - Rob Stennett
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Always Watching - Brandilyn Collins
Coral Moon - Brandilyn Collins
Dark Pursuit - Brandilyn Collins
Chocolatherapy: Satisfying the Deepest Cravings of Your Inner Chick - Karen Scalf Linamen
She’s in a better place - Angela Hunt
Talking to the dead - Bonnie Grove
On a Someday - Roxanne Henke
Life, Libby, and the Pursuit of Happiness - Hope Lyda
Rebecca's Promise - Jerry S. Eicher
Cassidy – Lori Wick
Sabrina – Lori Wick
When the Sandpiper Calls - Peggy Darty
Boo Humbug – Rene Gutteridge

Non-Fiction








Resources for Worship
 Words for Worship 1 and 2
 Through Laughter and Tears - Bertha Landers
 Proclamation by Design: The Visual Arts in Worship - Karmen Krahn, Leslie James
 Tent Of Meeting: A 25-day Adventure With God - Julie Ellison White
Mennonite
 Adventures with the Anabaptists - Jeanne Grieser, Carol Duerksen
 Faith for the Journey - Ann Weber Becker
 I Am Not A Social Activist - Ronald J. Sider
 Mennofolk: Mennonite and Amish Folk Traditions – Ervin Beck
 MennoFolk2: A Sampler of Mennonite and Amish Folklore - Ervin Beck
 All Right Now: Finding Consensus on Ethical Questions - Timothy J Geddert
 Loving Enemies: A Manual for Ordinary People - Randy And Joyce Klassen
 The Power of Enough: Finding Contentment by Putting Stuff in Its Place - Lynn A. Miller
 The Fugitive - Myron S. Augsburger
Children
 Family Song - Jane Hoober Peifer
 God's Story Our Story: Exploring Christian Faith and Life - Michele Hershberger
 Pax Avalon: Conflict Revolution - Steven Reece Friesen
 Julia's Words - Judith L Roth
Youth
 Angela's Answer - Pat Matuszak
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Laura Dyck reflects on her experience as a
mentor to Alanna Cline:
We have had several outings and have
learned many things about one another. We
both like dogs, and on our first time together we went walking at Fish Creek
Park. Alanna told me all about her dog
Treeny. Then she asked me about the dogs
that we have had and was very interested in
what their names were and what had happened to them.
The second time that we were together we
took Treeny along and walked along the
Glenmore Lake. We spent about an hour or
so. When Alanna is with her dog, the dog
gets most of her attention. It was a beautiful
day to go for a walk, and we were amazed that we found our way back to Alanna’s home.
The third time that we were together we were going to go for a walk, but Alanna wanted to show me her room
and we ended up staying there and reading several dog articles from her magazines. Then we went out to have
something to eat at Timmy's and when we got back to her home Alanna was in a rush to get back to doing her
homework.
The next time we were together we went to Trinity Church, where Alanna has joined the "Beautiful In God's
Eyes" program. Alanna particularly enjoyed the craft part of the program. On Nov. 29 we have asked Alanna
to have supper with us and after supper we will be going to Trinity Church again to participate in the girls'
program there.
One day we went o see a movie, "Up" We
both enjoyed that,
The mentors were together the morning of
Nov. 26 to share with one another. Some
are finding it hard to find times when both
mentor and mentee are free to get together. We feel that the program is very
worthwhile and hope that more people will
become involved.
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What do the youth and the young kids of our congregation have in common? As groups, they both recently modeled for us a way of being the Church.
Sometimes it might be tempting to look at the
newborn church in Acts and to say that it is too dramatically different to be relevant to our current context:
“All who believed were together and had all
things in common; they would sell their possessions and
goods and distribute the proceeds to all, as any had need.
Day by day, as they spent much time together in the temple, they broke bread at home and ate their food with
glad and generous hearts, praising God and having the
goodwill of all the people. And day by day the Lord
added to their number those who were being saved” (Acts 2:44-47).
That young church knew something that we still need to remember
today – As Christians, we need each other! Not many of us still live the
life of sharing a common purse and practicing constant mutual material
aid, but we are important to each other’s lives as Christians. In community
we are strengthened, challenged, and comforted. In community we are
empowered to practice truer discernment, deeper compassion, and greater
creativity. These are important things to remember as our cultural messages of self-sufficiency continue to isolate us from each other.
As the early Christians “spent much time together”, eating together,
practicing generosity, and praising God, we read that day by day people
joined them in their faith community. It is as if being in community is an
essential ingredient to spreading the good news of Jesus to the world
around. We need each other, and the world around us needs us to act as a
genuine community too. It is in these small but significant acts of community – breaking bread and giving thanks – that we give
glimpses of the reign of God and invite others to join
in.
Our Anabaptist forebears understood the importance of being in community together as sisters
and brothers in Christ. A Hutterite document from
1545 reads: “Community, both spiritual and temporal,
is a cornerstone and foundation of the entire Christian
life of the believers, whose hearts grow together in
mutual trust, bound one to another through
grace” (Reading the Anabaptist Bible, 142).
Hearts growing together in mutual trust, not so
that we are bound to each other with our backs to the
world, but so that trusting in each other, we can take
risks and reach beyond ourselves, bringing the story
of God’s love to all who need to hear it.
(Continued on page 10)
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(Continued from page 9)

Again, you ask, how have our youth and
young children modeled this recently? Our immediate faith community is First Mennonite Church and as
individuals it is crucial to reach out to each other in
gestures of true communion. But there are many layers to go beyond our congregation – to other Mennonite neighbours, to Anabaptists worldwide, to the
whole Christian communion. With the help of a few
key adults, our kids club (God’s Little Lights) and
youth group took that first step of connecting with our
Mennonite neighbours. On November 6, kids from
the other MCA churches in Calgary were invited to
join God’s Little Lights for a joint event. And on October 30, our youth travelled to Didsbury to go on a
hayride with the youth from Bergthal Mennonite
Church.
Perhaps these seem like small moments of
connection, or even easy ones. Perhaps we think that
as adults it is harder to build these bridges. But as I
watched, I could see that even for our younger people,
it was easy to lean toward sticking with the people
they know. If, as adults, we were encouraging them to
meet new friends, how can we not follow our own advice?
When I was
younger, I
had lots of
opportunities like
these to connect with kids my age from other congregations. I believe that this contributed to my sense of being part of something
larger than what I saw on Sunday mornings, a community of which
I wanted to be an active part even as I became an adult. As we seek
out ways to give these opportunities to the younger people of our
congregation, let’s also follow their example. Let’s reach beyond
the walls (physical and metaphorical) of our church and build connections with those who share our faith, so that we might be able to
reach out to those who don’t share our faith. Let us link together in
mutual trust, bound to one another by grace. And perhaps then we
will see day by day the Lord adding to our number those who are
being saved.
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me it was the most beautiful instrument I had ever
seen. My heart went out to my mother and her
burned-out stove, but it leapt for joy for my father at
this wonderful purchase.
Christmas on the small farm in Fiske, SaskatcheIn the days that followed the arrival of the piano,
wan in 1944 was going to be bleak. I was 12 years
supper was eaten quickly and dishes done post-haste
old and the middle child of a family of seven chilso we could all crowd into the piano room. My dad
dren born to immigrant parents. Mother was baking sat at the piano and produced beautiful strains of
bread when she announced that the firebox had
music. We did not even know he could play!
burned right through and she really needed a new
We sang all evening. We sang Christmas carols,
stove. My father said he would go to Saskatoon the
songs in English and German and even a few Rusnext day and buy one, for he had just sold his last
sian songs that our parents knew. Our house was
load of wheat and had a rare $150.00 on hand.
filled with music, magic and merriment. This piano
The next day after school we eagerly awaited the changed our existence from drab to dramatic, from
arrival of the new stove but Dad did not come. In
poor to rich.
our minds we envisioned dreadful things that might
How the issue of a piano instead of a stove was
have happened on the lonely prairie road. Bedtime
settled between our parents we do not know, but
came for us and Dad had still not returned so we
Mother, who was the practical one, was also grawent to sleep and left Mother to wait up and worry.
cious and generous and must have forgiven our faNext morning, in the room that was the living
room, dining room, the boy’s bedroom and the fam- ther who insisted that “man lives not by bread
alone.” It was two years later before there was
ily room, there was a new piano. It was an upright,
made of red-dish mahogany and far from new, but to money for a stove.
The Gift of Music
(Originally printed in the Calgary Herald in 1994)

Your Health

Sonya Regehr

Anticancer
a book review by Sonya Regehr, MD, CCFP
Since being diagnosed with cancer, I have done a great deal of reading on the subject. One of the best books I
read is called Anti-Cancer: A New Way of Life, by David Servan-Schreiber, M.D., Ph.D. At the age of 31,
Dr. Servan-Schreiber, a researcher and physician, was diagnosed with brain cancer. After receiving the standard conventional treatments, he went on to investigate alternative methods to fight and/or prevent cancer.
The result is a meticulously researched book outlining approaches anyone, with or without cancer, can follow.
He argues that “All of us have cancer cells in our bodies, but not all of us will develop cancer”. I think the
majority of cancer specialists would agree with this statement. The book goes on to give some specific anticancer suggestions in four main areas:

1. Anticancer Foods
Following a generally healthy (high fiber, low fat) diet is good, but there are also specific foods that help
fight cancer, including tumeric, garlic and leeks. The book even provides a handy shopping list of anticancer foods.
(Continued on page 12)
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(Continued from page 11)

2. Anticancer Environment
I like the following quote he gives from a conference held for breast cancer patients on the epidemiology
of cancer: “Dr. Annie Sasco concluded: “If the data strongly suggest a connection between the rise in cancer and environmental change in the last fifty years, we still don't have the irrefutable scientific arguments
to affirm a causal link”. One of the women in the audience grabbed the microphone “If we wait for the
epidemiologists to be sure before we do anything, we'll all be dead!” And Dr. Sasco confided she had to
agree”
Dr. Servan-Schreiber offers some suggestions in his book on how to at least limit our exposure to toxic
factors in the environment.
3. Anticancer Mind
Stress, or at least the way one reacts to stress, does appear to contribute to cancer development. There is
also research to suggest that meditation, which can be practised as mindfulness meditation (taught at cancer centres), yoga, tai chi, contemplative prayer or lectio devina, can be very helpful.
4. Anticancer Body
Simple physical exercise (eg. walking) can also reduce cancer risk.
In summary I would highly recommend reading Anticancer, and even more highly recommend following Dr.
Servan-Schreiber's suggestions. I also think it would be very interesting to have some inter-generational dialogue on the changes in lifestyle, agricultural practices and diet in the last fifty years, and the potential impact
those changes have had on our health.

A Generation of Vigilance—Review
A Generation of Vigilance, The lives and work of
Johannes and Tina Harder.
 By T.D. Regehr
 335 pages, including maps, charts and bibliography, index and photos.
 Published by CMU Press Winnipeg, in 2009.

Irene Klassen

allel routes in Missions.

Johannes Harder born in 1897 in Rosenort, in the
Molotschna colony, to Abraham and Justina (Epp)
Harder. Johannes grew up in the orphanage operated
by his parents, in Grossweide and was treated just as
the other children were. There he learned discipline
This is the last in a series of five historical writings of and hard work. He memorized huge portions of
the Yarrow Mennonite Brethren church by the Yarrow Scripture, which he was able to quote to justify his
Research Committee. It was thought that the Harders’ disciplinarian principles. He then went on to Zentralwork merited more than just a few chapters within the schule in Halbstadt, and continued on to the Lehrer
Seminar (teacher training). He was baptized in 1919
rest of the story.
in the Mennonite Brethren Church. He continued to
work in the orphanage.
The first few chapters cover Johannes and Tina
Harder’s ancestry in Russia, and general information
of their life, immigrating to Canada in 1924, and their Tina Rempel was born in the Crimea in the
Gnadenfeld area, but her family moved Molotschna
sojourn in Canada before settling in Yarrow. The
book then follows the Harders through its several par- soon after her birth. Her education included training
as a seamstress and also nursing. Eventually her des-
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A Generation of Vigilance—Review continued ...
tiny led to employment in the orphanage at
Grossweide where she became matron in that institution. She too was very strong in her conviction of the
infallible truths of Scripture and its rigid demands,
leaving no room for deviation or laxness. She was
baptized in the Gnadenfeld Mennonite Church. Johannes and Tina were married in 1922.
During and following the Revolution, life at the orphanage became intolerable and even dangerous, so
Johannes and Tina immigrated to Canada in 1924. In
Waterloo, Ontario they were received by a Mennonite
farmer and were put to work as farm and household
workers - a somewhat discouraging and humbling experience. In Russia they had been the ones who had
hired the Russian people to work for them. Even the
church services were strange. They were not comfortable and moved on.
After a short term in Midway, Ontario, and another in
Winnipeg, Manitoba, they moved on to Fleming, Saskatchewan, and then Swallwell, Alberta before they
finally settled in Yarrow, BC.
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Irene Klassen

women) and the Mennonite Brethren congregation in
Vancouver, the Sharon Bible school in Yarrow, as
well as in giving counsel to Conscientious Objectors.
However when he gave up the leadership of the
church, he became just as fully involved in Mission
work. He soon was on the Boards of Conferences Provincial, Canadian, and General. He traveled to
South America – Paraguay, Uruguay, Bolivia, Brazil,
Columbia and Ecuador. He traveled to Africa and to
Europe, often acting as mediator in conflicts. However, when in the 1960’s the picture of missions was
changing, and missionaries were trying to pass on the
leadership to the indigenous churches, Harder had
difficulty integrating God’s Word with the ‘heathen’
cultures.
Harder had struggled with health problems for many
years, and continued failing health led to withdrawal
from Conference work in 1960. He briefly went to
serve at the Mennonite Brethren Church in Black
Creek, BC. He died in 1964 at the age of 67.

Tina, always a strong supporter and strict enforcer of
In the Yarrow Mennonite Brethren Church, one of the discipline, lived her last days in the Tabor Home in
largest in Canada, he soon became the leader, carrying Clearbrook, where she died in 1991 at age 101.
much weight in the Vorberat (Church Council) and the Both Johannes and Tina Harder certainly lived by
leadership in the church, never wavering in faith,
their convictions, and were loved and respected by
which was strict and always justified in Scripture.
many.
Baptism by immersion was the only way to salvation
and was required for church membership.
Irene Klassen 2009
Tina was a staunch supporter, enforcing strict dress
codes especially in young women in the church. Her
strict rules against anything worldly, such as make-up,
radio and TV, made her somewhat unpopular with
many of the young women. Their family grew, John
was born in Waterloo, twins Abram and Heidi, born,
and died, in Winnipeg. They were followed by Fred,
Lilie Annchen, Rose, David and Berta, and even they
had difficulty conforming to their parents’ strict code.
While the family and the church were growing,
Harder’s involvement as leader of the church at Yarrow, fully occupied his time and effort. He was also
involved in the Maedchenheim (Home for working

Personally, I found the story quite intriguing. Johannes’ great grandfather is also my great grandfather,
and some of the photos in the book are also in my
history book (House of Heinrich - Epp) The Harders
immigrated to Canada on the same ship as my parents
did, arriving at the Waterloo church on July 19, 1924.
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October
Oct 5
Oct 17 –
Oct 18
Oct 25

God's Little Lights started up again
Handbells first practise
Youth and Leaders attended a retreat at Camp Valaqua

Oct 30
Nov 1
Nov 1

Youth Hayride with Bergthal Youth
School Kit Store closed when all 150 school kits had been sold
Mennonite Church Alberta's Walter Wiebe was at FMC to announce the new Peace Initiative to
be displayed in Calgary from November 23 to December 25
Ben Harms Recovery Fundraiser- sold out crowd
NEW First Mennonite website was launched
Joint Worship Service and Potluck lunch with Word of Life Spanish Church
Memorial Sunday where we remembered: Dora Baeyerle, Alma Lepp, Alex Groot, David Goerzen, Linda Neufeld, Anna Dyck, Dora Epp, Margaret Siemens, Elsbeth Janssen and Art Janz

Nov 14
Nov 14
Nov 15
Nov 22
Nov 22
Nov 26
Nov 29

Annual Dankfest Celebration

Pete the Pigs arrived to collect funds for the Leprosy Mission
Congregation Meeting: Budget shortfall possible, new Outreach and Service Proposal was accepted, Bylaw revision carried
First Advent and Communion

Looking Ahead
Dec 6
Dec 12
Dec 24

Rita Fiss

Inter-Mennonite Advent Service at Abbeydale Christian Fellowship
Annual Christmas Banquet at 6:00 pm
Christmas Eve Sunday School Pageant

Family Life

Rita Fiss

Marriages
Aug 29

Christine Fiss and Eric Hansplant were married in Guelph, Ontario

Deaths
Oct 29

Art Janz, Husband of Erika and brother to Kurt, Alfred and Rocky

Nov 13

Dave Tiessen, father of Betty Janssen, passed away in Kelowna
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Let us remember those facing illness and physical challenges








Hedy Bartel at home
Henry Bergen at Bethany Care
Hildegard Boldt at home
John and Hilda Franz at home
Rose Ferrara at home
Anny Heidebrecht at Monterey Place
Bill and Katie Hildebrand at home

The Lighter Side

Thank You Notes
One Christmas Mom decreed that she
was no longer going to remind her children of
their thank-you note duties.
As a result, grandmother never received acknowledgement of the generous checks
she had given.
The next year things were different
however.
“The children came over in person to
thank me”, the grandparent told a friend triumphantly.
“How wonderful!” the friend exclaimed, “What do you think caused the change in
behaviour?”
“Oh that’s easy” replied the grandmother. “This year I didn’t sign the checks”.







Helena Neufeld in Three Hills Extended Care
Susie Penner in Spruce Lodge
Mary Quiring in Carewest Dr. Vernon Fanning
Centre
Sonya Regehr at home
Eldriede Wiens in Staywell Manor
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Thin Places
A “Thin Place” is a place where the spiritual and the
natural world intersect. It is a place where it is possible to be touched by God.

minute I would make the correction I would be
questioned and have to say that I know because I am
Mennonite. Next would come the usual questions of
“Do you have electricity? Do you have a car? Do
you have a television? Yes, yes, and yes! “Then
Please submit your “Thin Places” so that
everyone can benefit from your story along you’re not a Minnownite! The easiest response to
that was yes, I’m modern Mennonite. Thankfully,
with you.
when I was 12 years old, I didn’t know that there are
about 5 types of Swiss Mennonites at my annual
When Russ was debating over which job family reunions because then I would have had to
offer to accept after graduating from the University of explain more than what I can even understand about
Waterloo, I was willing enough to move west and a
the differences between them now.
little closer to his parents in North Vancouver if there
The electricity, car, and tv questions
was a Mennonite church that we could and would go were the most tolerable and I was able to laugh at
to. Calgary was as far west as I was ready to move
them. The embarrassing question was based on the
and it was close enough to the mountains which were assumption that Mennonites only marry Mennonites.
what Russ was missing. Russ somehow found out that “Are your parents cousins? That’s gross!” I would of
Alissa was associate pastor at one of the Calgary
course say “no” to avoid any further ridicule.
Mennonite churches so it was easy to choose the one
In my early teens, my dad studied the
with the familiar face. The church had to be a Menmany genealogy books we have and calculated that
nonite one because that is how I was raised.
he and my mom are possibly fourth cousins. I was
I was raised on a farm near a small town
under strict orders by my 3 siblings to pretend that
in mid-western Ontario by my two purebred Swiss
our parents weren’t cousins even though we didn’t
Mennonite parents. On one side of the town were
know for sure.
“horse and buggy” Amish and on another side were
In my mid-teens at a family reunion a
“horse and buggy” Old Older Mennonites who were
family tree was distributed that went back as far as
slowly migrating to the area. There was a rumour that my 7th great grandfather and with close examination
the Amish wanted to keep the geographical separation of this tree we discovered that my 7th great grandfawith the newly migrating Mennonites to avoid land
ther, Christian Martin from Switzerland was not just
competition. The Bishop in the Amish community
my 7th great grandfather once....but 5 times! 3 times
had apparently approached the Bishop in the Menthrough my dad’s mother and twice through my
nonite community with the idea that they would only dad’s father! I was more amazed by the fact that I
make offers on the land on their side of town if the
had paper proof of a tree that went back as far as 7
Mennonites would stay on the other side. The Old
greats than to be bothered by the “branching-in” of
Order Mennonites did not like the proposal and said
the tree. This discovery was not known to me until I
they would purchase land where they could.
was starting to take interest in my heritage in my last
As a child knowing several differences
couple of years in university. It took spending my
between Amish and Old Order Mennonites created
last two years of high school going to Rockway
frustration for me when a covered buggy with a man Mennonite Collegiate and living a few terms at Conwearing a straw hat and a long beard next to his wife rad Grebel University College before I truly emin a plain dress would drive by and someone would
braced my Mennonite heritage and was no longer
shout “oh look there’s some Minnownites” when
afraid to admit that I was Mennonite. After taking
clearly to me it was an Amish family and it’s not
“A Survey of Mennonite History” and “Mennonites
“Minnownite,” it’s Mennonite.
as a Sociological Community” at university, I was
It was especially frustrating because the
(Continued on page 17)
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Thin Places Continued...
peaceful faith and one that is meant to be chosen to
finally ready to be baptized in my church at the age of follow I really feel that it’s important to honour
23 ½ .
them by continuing on with their beliefs. Jesus died
I did not struggle as much with what it
so that my sins can be forgiven and my ancestors
meant to be Christian as I did with what it meant to
died so that I could choose baptism and choose not
be Mennonite since most of my friends growing up
to participate in war.
were Christian and didn’t have ridiculous questions
A year has passed since we moved to
for me to answer about Christianity. Many people just Calgary and it has been easier to feel at home here
didn’t realize that Mennonites are a denomination of
by having a community to connect with. We’d like
Christianity but thought it was its own religion. Now to thank everyone for making us feel so welas an adult and able to understand or at least know
come.
what my martyred ancestors did for me by creating a
Rebecca Parnell
(Continued from page 16)

And it is Winter before we know it

Submitted by Hilda Boldt

This email arrived for me today from a very dear, long time friend, named Rose. Rose had no idea that a
few hours earlier, we had received the devastating news that I have pancreatic cancer. When I read this,
I felt that it was heaven sent. It spoke to me in a more meaningful way than when I had received this same
email a few months earlier from someone else.
You know, time has a way of moving quickly and catching you unaware of the passing years. It seems just
yesterday that I was young, just married and embarking on my new life with my mate. And yet in a way, it
seems like eons ago, and I wonder where all the years went. I know that I lived them all...And I have glimpses
of how it was back then and of all my hopes and dreams... But, here it is..the winter of my life and it catches
me by surprise... How did I get here so fast? Where did the years go and where did my babies go? And where
did my youth go?
I remember well.. seeing older people through the years and thinking that those older people were years away
from me and that winter was so far off that I could not fathom it or imagine fully what it would be like... But,
here it is...my friends are retired and really getting gray...they move slower and I see an older person now.
Lots are in better shape than me... but, I see the great change... Not like the ones that I remember who
were young and vibrant... but, like me, their age is beginning to show and we are now those older folks that we
used to see and never thought we'd be.
Each day now, I find that just getting a shower is a real target for the day! And taking a nap is not a treat anymore...it's mandatory! Cause if I don't on my own free will...I just fall asleep where I sit!
And so, now I enter into this new season of my life unprepared for all the aches and pains and the loss of
strength and ability to go and do things that I did for so long with ease!!
But, at least I know, that though the winter has come, and I'm not sure how long it will last...this I know, that
when it's over...its over....Yes , I have regrets. There are things I wish I hadn't done ,,,,,things I should have
done, but indeed, there are many things I'm happy to have done. It's all in a lifetime....
(Continued on page 18)
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And it is Winter before we know it continued...
So, if you're not in your winter yet...let me remind you, that it will be here faster than you think. Don't put
things off too long...mostly love and appreciation for each breath, flower, sunrise and sunset...you know those
"little things" we were told about but never had time for.
You have no promise that you will see all the seasons of your life...so, live for good, today and say all the
things that you want your loved ones to remember...and hope that they appreciate and love you for all
the things that you have done for them in all the years past!!
"Life is a gift to you. The way you live your life is your gift to those who come after.
Make it a fantastic one."

LIVE IT WELL!!----ENJOY TODAY!!!!-----DO SOMETHING FUN!!!----BE HAPPY!!!
----BE THANKFUL!!!!!

Editorial
Over the past year some members of our
congregation have experienced some difficult times.
Some have experienced serious sickness, some have
seen their loved ones pass away, some have had their
family survive horrific accidents, some have lived
through marriage difficulties. In all of these times, others offer their support by talking to the ones involved,
by praying for them, by writing them cards, by phoning
them, by being supportive in other ways that make a
difference. I think that the members of the congregation have a knack for supporting people going through
difficult times.
In the majority of these situations, we usually can’t change the circumstances of what is happening. We can’t make sickness go away, we can’t bring
persons back to life and we can’t make things that have
happened not happen. Our support and prayers do not
actually change the circumstances.
From my own personal experience, the support offered by the members of the congregation does
make a difference. The phone calls, cards, prayers did
help me to get through the situation. From conversations with others, I know they have also found that this
kind of support is helpful. It is not that we can change
the circumstances for somebody else, but we can ensure that they do not feel as if they are all by themselves in these situations.
Christmas is a special time of year where

Hartwick Wiehler
we celebrate the birth of Jesus. One of the promises
that Jesus makes in the Bible is that he will never
leave us. As it says in the Great Commission in
Matthew 28:20 “…And surely I am with you always, to the very end of the age”. No matter what
happens, God will be there. Perhaps He won’t
change the situation, perhaps nothing will be different, but He will be there.
As we reflect on the ups and downs of
life this promise means a lot. No matter what happens, we will not face the difficulty by ourselves,
even when others can’t be there with us. Christmas
is a time when we celebrate this gift.
As we celebrate and enjoy this Christmas season, we can remember that we will never be
completely by ourselves. We can also remember
that as others experience difficulties we can give
them the gift of Christmas no matter what time of
year it is.
To all of you who take the time to read the newsletter, to the ones who take the time to comment on it
and to the ones who take the time to contribute to it,
thank you. You have made a difference.

